TVL FUNZONE terms and conditions
Article 1
The Funzone Content service is available to TVL mobile network users only.
Article 2
Participation in the Funzone content service involves sending and receiving content via SMS.
Article 3
The key word FUN attached to short code 177 (taxed at 4vt) will be used by subscribers of this service to
access the service menu.
Article 4
Description of Funzone Content Services
Below is a list of the services included in the Funzone content service:
BIBLE QUOTES: As the name indicates, this service provides the subscriber with bible verses. To enrich
subscriber’s spiritually Key word to get Bible quotes is “BIBLE”.
JOKES: This content service provides the subscriber with jokes to brighten their day. Key word to get Joke
content is “JOKE”.
FITNESS tips: Simple tips to maintaining a healthy life style. This content provides tips on nutritional value,
wellbeing and exercise. Key word to get Fitness tips is “FORM”.
KING OF FLIRT: A typically male content service which is aimed at giving the subscriber dating tips and rules
about dating that aims to guide them in expressing their feelings to the person they admire. Key word for
King of flirt content is “KING”.
POEMS: As the name indicates this content service will provide users poems on all aspects of life. Key word
for Poems is “POEM”.
HOROSCOPE: The horoscope content provides subscribers with daily their daily horoscope according to
their star sign. The subscriber needs to send their zodiac sign to access their horoscope reading: i.e. Text
in- ARIES, TAURUS, GEMINI, CANCER, LEO, VIRGO, LIBRA, SCORPIO, SAGITTARIUS, CAPRICORN, AQUARIUS
or PISCES.
Article 5
Functionality of the Funzone Services

There are 3 short codes linked to the Funzone content service
141: This short code is linked to 1 day subscription. The end user sends the key word for the desired service
to 141 and gets a SMS indicating the subscription type and then receives the corresponding content.
142: This short code is linked to weekly content subscription. The user sends the key word for the desired
service content to this short code and gets a message with the subscription type and also content related to
the content service subscribed to. The user then gets content for the next 7 days during which his/her
subscription is valid.
143: This short code is linked to monthly content subscription. The user sends the key word for the desired
service content to this short code and gets a message with the subscription type and also content related to
the content service subscribed to. The user then gets content for the next 30 days during which his/her
subscription is valid.
Article 6
Price (in local currency)
Daily subscription (Short code: 141): 50 vt /SMS.
Weekly subscription (Short code: 142): 250vt for 7 days content.
Monthly subscription (Short code: 143): 750 vt for 30 days content.
Access to content service menu (short code 177): 4vt.
The subscription amount is deducted automatically from the user’s account during subscription. In case of
insufficient funds, the user will receive a SMS informing him/her accordingly.
Article 7
The user can subscribe to all the content services presented in the Funzone content service.
NB: The user cannot subscribe at the same time to daily, weekly and monthly for the same content service
while his/her subscription is still valid. This means if a user subscribes to daily bible quotes and during the
period of validity of this subscription sends the key word BIBLE to 142 or 143 he/she will be informed that
they are already subscribed to daily bible quotes.
The user can only switch subscription after the expiry date of the current subscription.
Article 8
Un-subscription: The subscription ends automatically when the subscription period elapses. The user is free
to renew or not to renew their subscription.
Article 9
Re-subscription: After expiration of the subscription, the end user can re-subscribe simply by sending the
key word to the designated short code for which they intend to receive content.

Article 10
TVL is not responsible for numerous messages sent by users that may result to deduction of SMS cost from
their customer account.
Information provided through this service is for entertainment purposes and shall not be construed as
professional advice. TVL will therefore not be responsible for any injury, loss or damage arising out of
reliance on information provided through this service.

